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IN THE COURT OF MALAYA AT KUALA LUMPUR 

IN THE FEDERAL TERRITORY, MALAYSIA 

(COMMERCIAL DIVISION) 

ORIGINATING SUMMONS NO.: WA-24NCC(ARB)-25-06/2018 

 

In the matter of shares in WRP Asia 

Pacific Sdn. Bhd. (Company No. 

147817-V) 

And 

In the matter of a Shareholders 

Agreement dated 29 October 2013 

between TAEL Management Co. 

(Cayman) Ltd and Loke Hook Beng 

And 

In the matter of a Master Tawarruq 

Facility Agreement dated 11 October 

2013 and an Amended And Restated 

Master Tawarruq Facility Agreement 

dated 29 October 2013, both 

involving WRP Asia Pacific Sdn Bhd 

(Company No. 147817-V), TAEL 

Tijari Partners Ltd (Company No. 

CT-256752), TAEL Management Co. 

(Cayman) Ltd (Company No. CT-

188184) and TAEL Management Co. 

(Malaysia) Sdn Bhd (Company No. 

790803-A) 

And 

In the matter of a Deed of Novation 

dated 25 June 2014 between TAEL 

Management Co. (Cayman) Ltd 

(Company No. CT-188184), TAEL 
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Two Partners Ltd (Company No. CT-

278987), Loke Hook Beng and Great 

Advance Investments Ltd (Company 

No. 670759) 

And 

In the matter of a Limited Partnership 

Agreement dated 14 April 2014 

between Healthcare Products 

Management Co. Ltd (Company No. 

CT-258885), TAEL Two Partners Ltd 

(Company No. CT-278987) and 

Great Advance Investments Ltd 

(Company No. 670759) 

And 

In the matter of an Amended And 

Restated Limited Partnership 

Agreement dated 25 June 2014 

between Healthcare Products 

Management Co. Ltd (Company No. 

CT-258885), TAEL Two Partners Ltd 

(Company No. CT-278987) and 

Great Advance Investments Ltd 

(Company No. 670759) 

And 

In the matter of an Investment 

Partnership Agreement dated 22 

March 2016 between TAEL Two 

Partners Ltd (Company No. CT-

278987), Dato’ Lee Son Hong (NRIC 

No. 570226-08-5145), Great 

Advance Investments Ltd (Company 

No. 670759) and TAEL Management 
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Co. (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd (Company 

No. 700803-A) 

And 

In the matter of the Arbitration Act 

2005, in particular sections 11 and 

50 

And 

In the matter of the Courts of 

Judicature Act 1964 

And 

In the matter of Order 69 of the 

Rules of Court 2012 

 

 

BETWEEN 

 

1. WRP ASIA PACIFIC SDN BHD 

 (COMPANY NO. 147817-V) 
 

2. GREAT ADVANCE INVESTMENTS LTD 

 (COMPANY NO. 670759)                                      ... PLAINTIFFS 

 

 

AND 

 

 

1. TAEL TIJARI PARTNERS LTD 

 (COMPANY NO. CT-256752)  
 

2. TAEL MANAGEMENT CO. (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD 

 (COMPANY NO. 790803-A) 
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3. TAEL TWO PARTNERS LTD 

 (COMPANY NO. CT-278987) 
 

4. HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS  

(LABUAN) PTE LTD 

(COMPANY NO. LL10769)                               ... DEFENDANTS 

 

 

GROUNDS OF JUDGMENT 

 

[1] This Judgment deals with an application to vary and or set 

aside an injunction order that is granted pursuant to Section 11 

of the Arbitration Act 2005 (“AA 2015”) to preserve the status 

quo pending the arbitration proceedings before the Singapore 

International Arbitration Centre (“SIAC”).  

 

[2] The application is made principally on the ground that there 

was a suppression of material facts leading to the granting of 

the injunction order and a substantial change in the 

circumstances thereafter.   

 

Background Facts 

 

[3] The 1st Plaintiff (‘WRP”), is a RM 1 billion asset company. It is a 

world-leading glove manufacturing company. WRP had 

approximately 4,000 employees. Its last audited accounts 

showed an annual group revenue of approximately RM 896 
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million and with annual profits after tax of approximately RM 40 

million. 

 

[4] The directors of WRP are: (i) Dato’ Lee Son Hong (“Dato’ Lee”) 

(ii) Madam Too (Dato’ Lee’s wife); and (iii) Loong Mei Yin 

(“Madam Loong”) (nominated director of the TAEL Group, as 

further described below). 

 

[5] The 2nd. Plaintiff (“GAIL”) is a British Virgin Islands-incorporated 

company. It is essentially a company aligned with Dato’ Lee. 

GAIL is not a present shareholder of WRP and was formerly a 

shareholder of WRP. 

 

[6] Madam Loong is the co-founder and director of TAEL Partners 

Ltd (“TAEL”). The TAEL group of entities (“TAEL Group”) is an 

investment fund/private equity group with Malaysian and global 

investors, including sovereign wealth funds and pension funds. 

The TAEL Group has invested over US$1.6 billion in 56 

investments in Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam, 

Singapore and the Philippines.  

 

[7] TAEL Tijari Partners Ltd (“TAEL Tijari”) and TAEL Two 

Partners Ltd (“TAEL Two”) are entities within the TAEL Group. 

Healthcare Products (Labuan) Pte Ltd (“HPL”) is essentially a 

special purpose entity controlled by TAEL. TAEL Tijari, TAEL 

Two, and HPL are the 1st., 3rd. and 4th. Defendants herein. 
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[8] In early 2013, Dato’ Lee was a director and substantial 

shareholder of WRP. The Defendants had no involvement in 

WRP at this time.  

 

[9] In late 2013, WRP was in need of funds for capital expenditure. 

Dato’ Lee approached the TAEL Group to invest in the 

business of WRP and to acquire shares in WRP. Between 

October 2013 and March 2016, the TAEL Group entered into 

various agreements involving WRP. These agreements 

included various Tawarruq Facility agreements which are 

Syariah-compliant funding agreements and a shareholders’ 

agreement. Separate from these agreements, the TAEL Group 

had also purchased shares in WRP from other independent 

minority shareholders. In total, the TAEL Group invested US$69 

million in WRP. 

 

[10] The Plaintiffs have impugned the legality of the agreements 

under which TAEL Tijari, TAEL Two and HPL had acquired 

their shares in WRP (“the Impugned Agreements”). The 

legality of these Impugned Agreements is the subject matter of 

the on-going arbitration proceedings at SIAC in Singapore 

under SIAC Arbitration Nos. 230 to 238 of 2018 (“SIAC 

Arbitration”). Accordingly, the Defendants’ standing and right 

as the shareholders of WRP are also the subject of the dispute 

in the SIAC Arbitration. 
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[11] The shareholding of Dato’ Lee and his wife (collectively 

21.859%), and the three TAEL Group entities (collectively 

58.396%) are set out in the table below:  

 

Shareholder of WRP % of 

shareholding 

 

Dato’ Lee 18.388% 
21.859% 

Madam Too 3.471% 

HPL  (the 4th Defendant)  50.674% 

58.396% TAEL Tijari  (the 1st Defendant)  0.46% 

TAEL Two  (the 3rd Defendant)  7.262% 

  

[12] In addition, TAEL Tijari is also a creditor of WRP for more than 

RM 50 million while TAEL Two is also a creditor of WRP for 

more than RM 10 million. 

 

[13] The TAEL Group initially entrusted the running of WRP to its 

Board, with Dato’ Lee and his wife being in the majority. 

 

[14] Over the last few years, the financial performance of WRP had 

not been ideal. The financial performance lagged behind other 

industry peers. The TAEL Group then conducted various due 

diligence exercises on WRP and became concern of the 

financial management in WRP. 

 

[15] The TAEL Group decided that steps had to be taken in order to 

appoint additional directors on WRP’s Board. On 30.4.2018, the 

TAEL Group wrote to WRP’s board of directors for the 
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requisition of an EGM of WRP. The purpose of the EGM was to 

appoint two additional directors nominated by the TAEL Group, 

being Michael Sng Beng Hock and Abinash Majhi. The EGM 

was scheduled for 18.6.2018. 

 

[16] Dato’ Lee then caused WRP to initiate arbitration proceedings 

against the TAEL Group in respect of the Impugned 

Agreements. This is the SIAC Arbitration alluded to earlier.  

 

In parallel, on 12.6.2018 the Plaintiffs filed this Originating 

Summons (“Injunction OS”) pursuant to Section 11 of the AA 

2015. Through this Injunction OS, WRP and GAIL sought 

various injunctive reliefs against the Defendants pending 

disposal of the SIAC Arbitration. The purpose of the injunctive 

reliefs sought in the Injunction OS was to allow Dato’ Lee to 

effectively maintain control of WRP’s Board. An ex parte Notice 

of Application dated 12.6.2018 seeking interim injunction was 

also filed against the Defendants. 

 

[17] The Notice of Application for the interim injunction was heard 

before Justice Wong Chee Lin who declined to grant any 

injunction but ordered that the Defendants could only vote at 

the EGM in respect of 34.01% of the shares in WRP. 

 

[18] Accordingly, the EGM on 18.6.2018 proceeded and the 

shareholders of WRP voted in favour of the resolutions 
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appointing the two additional directors nominated by the 

Defendants.  

 

[19] Dissatisfied, the Plaintiffs appealed against Justice Wong Chee 

Lin’s decision and obtained an interim order from the Court of 

Appeal dated 10.7.2018 to essentially restore the composition 

of WRP’s board of directors to before the EGM. As a result, the 

WRP’s board of directors reverted back to the 2:1 composition 

of Dato’ Lee and his wife, and with Madam Loong in the 

minority. The Court of Appeal did not invalidate the appointment 

of the 2 additional directors. 

 

[20] At that juncture, the Defendants applied to the Federal Court for 

an interim relief that the Defendants be allowed full and 

unrestricted access to WRP’s documents and that a monitoring 

accountant be appointed to monitor WRP’s cash flows and 

bank accounts.  

 

[21] On 13.8.2018, the parties recorded a consent order in the 

Federal Court (“FC Orders”) which, inter alia, ordered as 

follows: 

 

22.1 the Defendants’ representative in WRP’s board, Madam 

Loong shall be given full and unrestricted access to all 

accounting and other records of WRP and its subsidiaries 

including access to all accounting and information 

technology systems and records; 
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22.2 BDO Consulting Sdn Bhd (“BDO”) be forthwith appointed 

as the monitoring accountants of WRP to:  

 

i.  monitor all cash flows of WRP and its subsidiaries 

and prepare a monthly review and reconciliation of 

bank accounts which are to be submitted to WRP’s 

directors; 

 

ii. prepare an initial report on the financial status of 

WRP and its subsidiaries, such report to be 

circulated to WRP’s directors within two weeks from 

the date of the order;  

 

iii. oversee and monitor any and all movements of 

funds, inventory, raw materials, work in progress 

and stocks of WRP and its subsidiaries; and 

 

iv. monitor all bank accounts of WRP and its 

subsidiaries.    

 

[22] The FC Orders were intended to permit the Defendants to have 

full and unrestricted access to all WRP’s documents and to 

have their monitoring accountants act as the watchdog for their 

interest in WRP pending the determination of their right and 

standing as shareholders of WRP. 
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[23] After this, the Injunction OS was amended to now reflect the 

amended reliefs of seeking injunctive orders to essentially 

restore the composition of WRP’s board of directors to before 

the EGM on 18.6.2019 (“the Amended Injunction OS”). 

 

[24] On 18.3.2019, the Court allowed the prayers sought in the 

Amended Injunction OS and granted the Injunction Orders 

providing that: 

 

(i) the status quo of the board of directors of WRP 

immediately before the Extraordinary General Meeting of 

WRP, convened on 18 June 2019 be restored and 

maintained until the final disposal of the SIAC Arbitration;  

 

(ii) an interim injunction be granted restraining TAEL Tijari 

and HPL from requisitioning for any Extraordinary 

General Meeting of WRP pending the final disposal of the 

SIAC Arbitration; 

 

(iii) The Defendants be and are hereby restrained from 

implementing or acting pursuant to the resolutions passed 

at the Extraordinary General Meeting of WRP, convened 

on 18 June 2018, until the final disposal of the SIAC 

Arbitration;  

 

(iv) The Defendants be and are hereby restrained from 

implementing or acting pursuant to any circular 
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resolutions passed by a majority of directors of WRP 

comprising of Madam Loong, Michael Sng Beng Hock 

and Abinesh Majhi until the final disposal of the SIAC 

Arbitration. 

 

(“the Injunction Orders”) 

 

[25] This Court’s grounds in granting the Injunction Orders are 

premised upon the questionable right and standing of the 

Defendants as the shareholders of WRP in view of the 

Impugned Agreements. These grounds can be summarized as 

follows: 

 

(1) The disputes that are now being contested via the SIAC 

Srbitration cannot be said or characterised to be a 

shareholders’ disputes; 

 

(2) The true nature of the disputes between the parties is the 

alleged illegality of the Impugned Agreements which are 

triable issues to be determined by the arbitrator; 

 

(3) The disputes involve the very right of the Defendants as 

shareholders;  

 

(4) The outcome of the SIAC Arbitration will ultimately 

determine the standing or the very rights of the 

Defendants as WRP’s shareholders; and 
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(5) The relief sought by WRP in the SIAC Arbitration, if 

granted, will ultimately nullify the Defendants’ 

shareholdings in WRP. 

 

[26] The Defendants have lodged an appeal against the Injunction 

Orders (“Appeal”) which has yet to be heard.   

 

[27] The Injunction Orders cemented Dato’ Lee and his wife’s 

majority control over WRP’s Board while preventing the 

Defendants’ appointed additional directors from acting. The 

Injunction Orders also prevent the Defendants from 

requisitioning for any future EGM. The Injunction Orders were 

meant to preserve the status quo of WRP. 

 

[28] The present application of the Defendants i.e. Enclosure 147 

(“Application”) seeks a stay and/or setting aside of the 

Injunction Orders. It is based on two (2) grounds: 

 

(1) there has been a material change of circumstances after 

the granting of the Order; and 

 

(2) there has been serious non-disclosure of material facts by 

the Plaintiffs.  

 

[29] In support of the Application, the Defendants rely on the 

following factual matrix occurring during the pendency of the 

hearing of the Amended Injunction OS on 18.3.2019 and 
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thereafter when Dato’ Lee had continued to be in majority 

control of WRP’s Board. 

 

[30] While Dato’ Lee and his wife maintained majority control of 

WRP’s board of directors, one CRT Insights Technologies Sdn 

Bhd (“CRT”), a creditor of WRP, initiated winding up 

proceedings against WRP. 

 

[31] CRT had obtained a judgment against WRP for the sum of RM 

285,244.08, or approximately RM 285,000.00. On 19.10.2018, 

CRT’s solicitors issued a statutory demand against WRP for 

this sum of approximately RM 285,000.00. On 21.11.2018, CRT 

filed its winding up Petition against WRP in the Shah Alam High 

Court Winding Up Petition No. BA-28NCC-615-11/2018 

(“CRT’s Winding Up Petition”). 

 

[32] Significantly, on 7.11.2018, one Axis Megalink Sdn Bhd (“Axis”) 

also issued a statutory demand against WRP. This demand 

was issued by the law firm of Messrs Han & Partners. This 

demand was based on a purported debt of RM 6,073,162.11, or 

approximately RM 6 million. Axis asserted that it had been 

assigned this debt from another WRP’s creditor, one Voyage 

Group (HK) Limited (“Voyage Group”). Axis, a RM 2 dormant 

company, claimed that it had been assigned this RM 6 million 

debt by paying RM 500,000.00 to Voyage Group. 
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[33] Five days later, on 12.11.2018, Dato’ Lee caused WRP to 

respond to Axis’ statutory demand through a WRP letter 

admitting to the purported debt to Axis. 

 

[34] Thus, in November 2018, WRP was facing both CRT’s Winding 

Up Petition and Axis’ statutory demand which debts Dato’ Lee 

had admitted. Dato’ Lee did not inform WRP’s board of 

directors of these. Instead, on 17.12.2018, Dato’ Lee caused 

WRP to appoint one Miss Ee Fong Nee (“Miss Ee”) as the 

company secretary of WRP and to appoint one Le Advisory 

Sdn Bhd (“Le Advisory”) to provide corporate secretarial 

services to WRP. The relationship between Miss Ee, Le 

Advisory, Messrs Han & Partners and Axis will be set out 

below. 

 

[35] On 3.1.2019, Axis’ solicitors, Messrs Han & Partners, filed Axis’ 

Winding Up Petition against WRP (“Axis’s Winding Up 

Petition”). Lee Kien Han, a director of Axis, affirmed the 

Affidavit verifying Petition dated 4.1.2019. However, curiously, 

Axis did not proceed with the Axis’s Winding Up Petition. 

 

[36] Instead, on 15.1.2019, Axis issued a second statutory demand 

against WRP. But this time, Axis instructed a different set of 

solicitors, Messrs B K Soong & Ng, to issue the statutory 

demand against WRP for this same sum of approximately RM 6 

million. 
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[37] Lee Kien Han who is a director of Axis is also a lawyer. He is in 

fact the managing partner and founder of the law firm, Messrs 

Han & Partners. Both Axis and Messrs Han & Partners share 

the same business address at 23-8, Menara Oval Damansara, 

Kuala Lumpur. Lee Kien Han is also the director and 

shareholder of Le Advisory. The other director and shareholder 

of Le Advisory is Miss Ee. Le Advisory’s registered and 

business address is also at 23-8, Menara Oval, Damansara, 

Kual Lumpur. 

 

[38] So, by this stage, Lee Kien Han’s company, Axis, had issued a 

statutory demand against WRP. This statutory demand was 

issued through Messrs Han & Partners and was acknowledged 

receipt by Lee Kien Han’s business associate, Miss Ee, who is 

now company secretary of WRP. All these entities shared the 

same business address. At about the same time as will be seen 

below, Dato’ Lee had also appointed Messrs Han & Partners to 

act for WRP in respect of legal proceedings filed against WRP.  

 

[39] In the lead up to grant of the Injunction Orders, Dato’ Lee did 

not disclose to the Court of the existence of the winding up 

proceedings initiated by CRT and Axis against WRP. 

 

[40] Further, in the exchange of affidavits, the Defendants had 

directly raised the issue of the Voyage Group debt and to its 

notice of demand dated 19.9.2018 made against WRP.  
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[41] In reply, Dato’ Lee had stated in paragraph 18.2 of his Affidavit 

in Reply (8) affirmed on 23.1.2019 that “upon verification of 

WRP’s accounting records, again, WRP does not owe the sum 

of RM 5,836,780.37.” Dato’ Lee had not disclosed to the Court 

that by now: Voyage Group had assigned its debts to Axis, Axis 

had already issued its first statutory demand dated 7.11.2018, 

Dato’ Lee had on 12.11.2018 admitted to Axis the debts stated 

in its demand dated 7.11.2018; Axis had filed its Winding Up 

Petition dated 3.1.2019, and that Axis had issued its second 

statutory demand dated 15.1.2019.  

 

[42] In fact, Dato’ Lee continued to affirm other affidavits in the CRT 

Winding Up Petition to strenuously oppose the CRT Winding 

Up Petition stating unequivocally that WRP was solvent and 

that irreparable damage to WRP will result in the event WRP is 

wound up. More specifically:  

 

(1) Dato’ Lee affirmed an affidavit (undated) and filed on 

25.2.2019 in relation to a stay of winding up proceedings 

of the CRT’s Winding Up Petition stating that WRP is 

“commercially solvent” (at paragraph 26), and that the 

financial position of WRP is “in good shape” (at paragraph 

27). Dato’ Lee stated that WRP is in operation and in 

active business (at paragraph 29), and that WRP has the 

ability to pay disputed debts (at paragraph 31). 
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(2) Dato’ Lee affirmed an affidavit on 12.3.2019 to oppose 

the Affidavit Verifying Petition for the CRT’s Winding Up 

Petition again stating that WRP is “commercially solvent” 

(at paragraph 24), that WRP is a “going concern” and is in 

“good shape” (at paragraph 25). He confirmed that WRP 

is in operation and in active business (at paragraph 27), 

WRP has a good reputation (at paragraph 28) and WRP 

has the ability to pay disputed debts (at paragraph 29). 

 

(3) Dato’ Lee affirmed a further affidavit on 19.3.2019 in 

relation to the stay of CRT’s Winding Up Petition. He 

stated that if WRP were to be wound up, it would greatly 

prejudice WRP as WRP will suffer “irreparable damage” 

(at paragraph 13). He stated that WRP is capable and 

has the ability to pay disputed debts (at paragraph 16). 

 

(4) Dato’ Lee affirmed an affidavit on 19.3.2019 to oppose 

CRT’s Winding Up Petition. Yet again he stated that if 

WRP were to be wound up, it would greatly prejudice 

WRP as WRP will suffer “irreparable damage” (at 

paragraph 13). He reiterated that WRP is capable and 

has the ability to pay disputed debts (at paragraph 15). 

 

[43] As set out above, Lee Kien Han’s company, Axis, issued the 

first statutory demand dated 7.11.2018 and filed the Axis’s 

Winding Up Petition dated 3.1.2019 against WRP. Axis also 

issued a second statutory demand on 15.1.2019 against WRP. 
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[44] However, despite the threat of winding up of WRP by Lee Kien 

Han’s company, Axis, Dato’ Lee nonetheless proceeded to 

instruct Lee Kien Han’s law firm, Messrs Han & Partners, to act 

for WRP. This was from the period of March 2019 onwards 

when other creditors had filed legal suits against WRP. Brief 

details of the five suits which Messrs Han & Partners had filed 

the defence on behalf of WRP are set out in the table below: 

 

Suit Number/parties Filing 

date 

Value of Claim Defence 

Itochu Malaysia Sdn Bhd 

v WRP Asia Pacific Sdn 

Bhd 

 

Kuala Lumpur High Court 

WA-22NCC-166-04/2019  

April 

2019 

USD12,174,097.06 

(principal amount) 

 

Velomech Industry Sdn 

Bhd v WRP Asia Pacific 

Sdn Bhd 

 

Kuala Lumpur Sessions 

Court WA-B52NCvC-142-

04/2019  

April 

2019 

RM463,305.20  

Sabayoi Latex Co Ltd v 

WRP Asia Pacific Sdn 

Bhd:  

 

Kuala Lumpur Sessions 

Court WA-B52NCvC-152-

04/2019  

April 

2019 

USD104,272.40.  

E-Hup Huat Co Ltd v WRP 

Asia Pacific Sdn Bhd:  

 

Kuala Lumpur Sessions 

Court WA-A52NCvC-318-

04/2019  

April 

2019 

USD68,931.00.  
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Luxchem Trading Sdn 

Bhd v WRP Asia Pacific:  

 

Shah Alam High Court BA-

22NCC-28-03/2019 ` 

March 

2019 

RM1,888,480.10;  

 

[45] Subsequent to the granting of the Injunction Orders, Dato’ Lee 

had filed further affidavits confirming the solvency of WRP in 

the CRT’s Winding Up Petition. In particular, Dato’ Lee affirmed 

an affidavit on 22.4.2019 where he mentioned about WRP 

being a large company, with 3,002 workers, a factory size of 

67.777 acres, total revenue for the last 8 months of more than 

RM 487 million, total profits for the last 8 months of more than 

RM 10.19 million, and with total assets of RM 1.176 billion. In 

the same affidavit, it was stated that WRP is a solvent company 

(at paragraph 16), WRP has more assets than liabilities (at 

paragraph 16(a)), and that WRP’s profits of more than RM 40 

million is more than enough to pay the debt of Heap Heng (at 

paragraph 16(b)). Further, it was stated that the winding up 

proceedings would cause “irreparable damage” to the business 

and reputation of WRP that cannot be compensated by costs 

(at paragraph 17(c)). 

 

[46] On 17.6.2019, there were the following sequence of events 

before the Shah Alam High Court in the CRT’s Winding Up 

Petition proceedings: 

 

(1) CRT, the original petitioner, applied to the Court to 

withdraw the Winding Up Petition on the ground that 
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CRT’s judgment debt had been paid in full by WRP. The 

Court then ordered that the Winding Up Petition to be 

struck out.  

 

(2) Despite the striking out of the Winding Up Petition, Axis 

who had filed a notice as a supporting creditor, 

nonetheless proceeded to apply to substitute itself as a 

petitioner to seek a winding up of WRP; 

 

(3) Counsel instructed to act for WRP did not oppose the 

substitution application, stating that Axis’ alleged debt 

was undisputed, and claimed that WRP could not pay the 

debt. The Court then allowed Axis’ application to 

substitute and to appoint a private liquidator. The Court 

thereafter granted a winding up Order against WRP 

(“Winding Up Order”).  

 

[47] Despite the winding up of WRP on 17.6.2019, Dato’ Lee again 

did not update WRP’s board of directors on this.  

 

[48] On 20.6.2019, Madam Loong issued an email to Dato’ Lee and 

Madam Too asking for Dato’ Lee’s immediate confirmation on 

whether WRP had been wound up, why was the WRP Board 

not informed of this, and what were the immediate next steps to 

be taken to appeal against the winding up. Madam Loong 

asked for a response within 24 hours. Dato’ Lee did not 

respond within this time.  
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[49] On 24.6.2019, the TAEL Applicants filed a setting aside 

application in the Shah Alam High Court to, among others, set 

aside the Winding Up Order. At the same time, Madam Loong 

and with the support of the majority of the contributories of 

WRP, filed Notices of Appeal to the Court of Appeal against the 

order allowing the substitution of Axis and the Winding Up 

Order against WRP. 

 

[50] Later on 24.6.2019, Dato’ Lee issued his email in reply to 

Madam Loong. Dato’ Lee stated that he could not carry on the 

business of WRP, he claimed that WRP had no more financial 

capability to carry on and he feared that he would be liable for 

fraudulent trading as a director. He could not defend WRP 

anymore and he would not be appealing against the Winding 

Up Order made against WRP. Below the relevant excerpt of his 

email: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[51] Dato’ Lee also filed an affidavit in the Defendants’ application to 

set aside the Winding Up Order to respond to the allegations 

made against him. In his affidavit, he stated, inter alia, that: 
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(1) He noted that the TAEL Group had given an undertaking 

to pay the sum of RM 6,073,162.11 to Skrine or to the 

Court to settle the debt owing to Axis and stated that this 

‘is a simplistic approach that will not work in view of the 

magnitude of WRP’s other obligations’; 

 

(2) He stated that the aforesaid payment to Axis ‘… will only 

amount to preferential payment to Axis and it is in 

contravention of the law. Unfortunately, the Applicants’ 

offer will not be able to satisfy all creditors of WRP’; 

 

(3) He categorically denied engineering the admission of debt 

to Axis and causing WRP not to oppose the Winding Up 

Order; 

 

(4) He stated that ‘I will also not say anything about whether 

the Application should be granted or not as I will not be a 

proper party to take a stance’. 

 

[52] The aforesaid events prompted the Defendants to file in the 

Application under the Enclosure 147 on 19.7.2019 for a vary or 

discharge of the Injunction Orders. 

 

[53] On 3.10.2019, the Shah Alam High Court allowed the setting 

aside of the Winding Up Order. In particular, the Shah Alam 

High Court held that with the CRT’s Winding Up Petition having 
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been ordered to be struck out, there could not have been any 

further substitution and winding up of WRP. 

 

[54] The aforesaid were the state of affairs in relation to WRP that 

was in play at the time of the hearing of the Defendant’s 

Application Enclosure 147 before this Court. 

 

Defendant’s Case 

 

[55] Learned counsel for the Defendant submitted that there has 

been a material change in circumstances since the grant of the 

Injunction Orders justifying the discharge of the same. The key 

material changes are: 

 

(1) The Injunction Orders was couched as preserving the 

status quo of WRP. The basis was that there was a lower 

risk of injustice in allowing Dato’ Lee to maintain majority 

control of WRP’s Board. But the very status quo and 

existence of WRP was destroyed when Dato’ Lee allowed 

WRP to be wound up on 17.6.2019 through the Winding 

Up Order. The Defendants had to apply to set aside the 

Winding Up Order and succeeded on 3.10.2019. There is 

therefore a destruction of WRP which was resurrected 

only by din of the Defendants’ action. 

 

(2) Dato’ Lee admits that he can no longer govern WRP. 

When Madam Loong confronted Dato’ Lee about the 
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Winding Up Order against WRP, Dato’ Lee had admitted 

in his email dated 24.6.2019 that he “cannot carry on the 

business under such circumstances”, and stated that: “If I 

continue to do so when WRP has no financial capability to 

carry on, I, as a director of WRP, may be held liable for 

fraudulent tradings … I know I could not defend WRP 

anymore …” 

 

(3) Dato’ Lee also fought to maintain the Winding Up of 

WRP. While the Defendants were pursuing the setting 

aside of the Winding Up Order, Dato’ Lee then fought to 

oppose the setting aside and to maintain the winding up 

or destruction of WRP. Dato’ Lee filed an Affidavit to the 

Defendants’ setting aside and instructed Counsel to file in 

submissions to also oppose the setting aside. Dato’ Lee 

wanted to maintain the destruction of WRP. 

 

[56] On the suppression of material facts, learned counsel for the 

Defendants submitted that in securing the Injunction Orders, 

Dato’ Lee had suppressed from this Court the material facts of 

the pending winding up petitions filed against WRP. By 

18.3.2019, there were the CRT’s Winding Up Petition and also 

the Axis’ Winding Up Petition filed against WRP. In addition, 

Dato’ Lee had caused WRP to issue an admission to the 

demand by Axis in its second statutory demand.  
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[57] Learned counsel for the Defendants submitted that the 

Injunction Orders ought to be discharged to save WRP from 

other creditors’ actions and possible winding up of WRP again. 

When the Liquidator of WRP was still appointed, the Liquidator 

has disclosed a host of creditors’ actions already commenced 

against WRP. These creditors’ actions were all initiated after 

the grant of the Injunction Orders. The Winding Up Order made 

against WRP also triggered AmBank to call a default on all its 

facilities granted to WRP. The total amount of creditors’ suits 

and actions against WRP totals more than RM 51 million. If the 

so-called status quo of Dato’ Lee’s control of WRP is 

maintained, there is no chance of again saving WRP from 

another round of the winding up of WRP. 

 

[58] Learned counsel for the Defendants further contended that 

Dato’ Lee had engineered an admission of the alleged debt 

owing to Axis which lead to WRP being wound up. This, he 

submitted is evidence that Dato’ Lee does not have WRP’s best 

interest in mind. If the so-called status quo of Dato’ Lee’s 

control of WRP is maintained, there is no chance of again 

saving WRP from another round of the winding up of WRP. 

 

[59] In the event that the Injunction Orders is discharged, it will allow 

the Defendants to take immediate steps to put back 

professional management over WRP. This would then save 

WRP from the various creditor suits and actions. 
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[60] With WRP having been under control of Dato’ Lee, WRP has 

now recently hit global headlines for the wrong reasons. WRP 

has been accused by the US Customs and Border Protection 

that WRP’s glove products have been produced by forced 

labour. The US has therefore banned the import of disposal 

rubber gloves manufactured by WRP. 

 

[61] Therefore, learned counsel for the Defendants submitted that 

the Injunction Orders ought to the set aside and the 2 additional 

directors that were appointed be permitted to perform their 

functions as directors of WRP.  

 

Plaintiff’s case 

 

[62] On the point of material non-disclosure, learned counsel for the 

Plaintiffs submitted that there can be no issue of non-disclosure 

because all the applications including the hearing for the 

Amended Injunction OS had been heard inter parte and 

crucially in this case, the Defendants had, at all material times, 

full and unrestricted access to WRP’s documents, records 

under the FC Orders and they have had advice from their own 

counsel and accountants.  

 

[63] More specifically, as early as August 2018, pursuant to the FC 

Orders, the Defendants have had full and unrestricted access 

to all WRP’s documents and they have placed a monitoring 

accountants of their choice in WRP as watchdog for their 
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interest in WRP pending the determination of their right and 

standing as the shareholders.   

 

[64] Further, on or about 17.18.2018, Dato’ Lee on behalf of WRP, 

had sent a letter to Madam Loong to re-affirm WRP’s position 

that it was willing, able and ready to provide Madam Loong with 

full access to WRP’s record. The letter read: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[65] Hence, learned counsel for the Plaintiffs submitted that this is 

not a case of deliberate suppression on the Plaintiffs’ part as 

suggested by the Defendants. Instead, the Defendants have 

chosen not to avail themselves of the right accorded to them or 

the process of discovery that they had already obtained via the 

FC Orders.  
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[66] In the circumstances, the Defendants have no basis to lay 

blame on the Plaintiffs for their own failure. They have had 

every opportunity to avail themselves of the materials and 

evidence that may assist them in advancing their position but 

they failed to do so. In our adversarial legal system, the 

Defendants have no right to expect their opponent to assist 

them in proving or improving their case.  

 

[67] The issue of whether there was any actionable non-disclosure 

depends on whether there was any duty upon the Plaintiffs to 

disclose any matters subsequent to the Order. 

 

[68] There is no duty to disclose after the Injunction Orders was 

granted and perfected. In the context of an order for discovery 

under Order 24 of the Rules of Court 2012, the duty to disclose 

is only up to the conclusion of the proceedings under Order 24, 

Rule 8A. Hence, there is no reason, in law and in principle, that 

the Plaintiffs must bear a more onerous duty to disclose as 

compared to a party whom an order for discovery has been 

made against. This is especially so when the Defendants 

themselves already have access to WRP’s documents up to 

this point of time as Madam Loong is and remains a director of 

WRP.        

 

[69] As regards the Defendants’ complaint that Dato’ Lee had 

hidden the facts that there were already winding up 

proceedings against WRP and that he had been cooperating 
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with WRP’s creditor, Axis in admitting the debts owed to Axis 

and eventually procuring the Winding Up Order of WRP, 

learned counsel for the Plaintiffs contended that these ‘new’ 

facts or ‘non-disclosure’ that are relied on to substantiate their 

allegations are intended to make their point that Dato’ Lee is 

not a fit and proper person to lead WRP and hence their wish to 

appoint the two (2) additional directors to be allowed. It is 

indeed the same case theory that the Defendants had put forth 

in opposing the granting of the Injunction Orders.  

 

[70] Nonetheless, these purported facts happened since October 

2018 when Axis became a creditor of WRP. The Defendants 

had full and unrestricted access to WRP’s documents at that 

material time. The Defendants could have discovered the 

existence of Axis’ deed of assignment, the CRT’s Winding Up 

Petition and the Axis’s Winding Up Petition had they exercised 

due and reasonable diligence to exercise their right of access to 

WRP’s documents.  

 

[71] In fact, the Defendants had previously relied upon the statutory 

demand issued by Voyage Group against WRP trying to 

impress upon this Court that there was an imminent danger of 

WRP being wound up by the Court. In other words, they knew 

or ought to have known the purported facts that they now rely 

on. This Court nevertheless granted the Injunction Orders as it 

is the most just and fit relief to preserve the status quo of 

WRP’s board. 
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[72] Learned counsel for the Plaintiff therefore submitted that the 

Application is nothing more than an attempt to have a second 

bite of the cherry when the Defendants have failed to bring 

before the Court the material which they thought would be 

helpful for their case.   

 

[73] Reference was made to the principle that there must be a 

finality to litigation. In Henderson v Henderson (1843) 67 ER 

313, at p.319, the Court held:   

 

“where a given matter becomes the subject of litigation in, 

and of adjudication of, a Court of competent jurisdiction, the 

Court requires the parties to that litigation to bring forward 

their whole case, and will not (except under special 

circumstances) permit the same parties to open the same 

subject of litigation in respect of matter which might have 

been brought forward as part of the subject in contest, but 

which was not brought forward, only because they have, 

from negligence, inadvertence, or even accident, omitted 

part of their case. The plea of res judicata applies, except in 

special cases, not only to points upon which the Court was 

actually required by the parties to form an opinion and 

pronounce a judgment, but to every point which properly 

belonged to the subject of litigation, and which the parties, 

execising reasonable diligence, might have brought forward 

at the time.” 

 

[74] There is no basis upon which the Defendants can now insist 

that this Court re-opens the matter and examine the so-called 
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new material facts when the Defendants are the one who had 

failed to bring the evidence forward before the Court.  

 

[75] The Defendants simply aver that the Plaintiffs have hindered 

the Defendants from exercising their right of access to WRP’s 

documents. This is just a bare averment and it certainly does 

not sit well with the contemporaneous documents such as the 

FC Orders and the letter from WRP dated 17.12.2018 which 

clearly provided the Defendants with the most powerful tool of 

discovery in the proceedings.    

 

[76] As regards the allegation of the wrongful and suspicious 

circumstances surrounding the Winding Up Order, learned 

counsel for the Plaintiff submitted that this is nothing more than 

just a repetition of the previous allegations of Dato’ Lee’s 

breach of fiduciary duties and his alleged dishonest conduct, 

albeit in a different context.   

 

[77] The Plaintiffs contended that Dato’ Lee has dealt with Lee Kien 

Han and Messrs Han & Partners in good faith and in the best 

interest of WRP at all times. The Defendants’ allegation that 

Dato’ Lee had wrongfully and intentionally procured the 

Winding Up Order defies logic and common sense due to the 

following undisputed facts:  

 

(1) Dato’ Lee and his wife are guarantors to many of WRP’s 

financial obligations; 
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(2) Madam Loong has never executed any personal 

guarantee in favour of any of WRP’s creditors. 

 

(3) The Winding Up Order of WRP means that Dato’ Lee and 

his wife will be subject to many lawsuits by the creditors.  

 

[78] There is no reason why Dato’ Lee would have done that to put 

himself and his family in such a situation. Not only are the 

Defendants’ allegations not proven, they are illogical.  

 

[79] As far as WRP is concerned, the debt due and owing to Voyage 

Group by WRP has been assigned to Axis. WRP did not have 

any say on the terms of a commercial deal that was struck 

between two (2) parties. 

 

[80] There is clearly a mismatch of expectations in how the 

Defendants wish Dato’ Lee to respond and react when WRP 

was confronted with legal proceedings or commercial disputes. 

However, this cannot be a valid complaint in what essentially is 

a contractual dispute between WRP and the Defendants. This 

is all the more so when the Defendants’ very right to complain 

about the internal management of WRP as its shareholders is 

disputed and is an issue to be determined at the SIAC 

Arbitration. 

 

[81] Further, learned counsel for the Plaintiff submitted that even 

assuming that there is some truth in the Defendants’ 
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allegations, they do not amount to a material change of 

circumstances. 

 

[82] Bearing in mind that the Injunction Orders was granted on the 

basis that the Defendants’ shareholdings which were obtained 

through and/or related to the Impugned Agreements are still 

questionable, those purported changes of facts do not change 

the fact that the Defendants’ standing as shareholders is still 

subject to the outcome of the SIAC Arbitration.         

 

[83] There is no change of circumstances which will justify this Court 

to review its previous decision. In Liberty Sky Investment Ltd 

v Goh Seng Heng and another [2017] SGHC 182, the alleged 

material change of circumstances was the discharge of the 

Mareva injunction by the Court of Appeal obtained by another 

set of plaintiffs against the same defendant. The High Court did 

not consider that the discharge of the injunction by the Court of 

Appeal per se constituted a material change of circumstances. 

Debbie Ong JC held, at paras [51], [52] and [64]:   

 

‘On 13 April 2017, the Court of Appeal discharged a different 

Mareva injunction against Dr Goh in Suit 111. Judgment was 

given immediately after the parties’ submissions and no 

written grounds of decision have been published. Following 

this, Dr Goh applied for the LS Mareva injunction against him 

in SUM 2483 to be discharged on the basis that the Court of 

Appeal’s treatment of certain factors should be taken into 

consideration as a material change in circumstances.  
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Dr Goh argued that the present LS Mareva injunction was 

based on material from Suit 111, particularly the FH report. 

He submitted that the Court of Appeal’s decision to 

discharge the Mareva injunction granted in Suit111 meant, 

inter alia, that the allegations in the FH Report were rejected 

as being sufficient proof of a real risk that Dr Goh and/or 

Michelle would dissipate assets to frustrate potential 

judgments against them. He argued that, as a result of this 

development, the LS Mareva injunction, which was based on 

the FH Report, should be discharged.  

… 

Although the Court of Appeal had lifted the injunction against 

the same defendant, Dr Goh, in a separate suit, I reached 

my decision on all relevant facts available in the present 

application before me. I had before me new admissions and 

concessions by Dr Goh that further support my earlier finding 

that there was a real risk that he would dissipate his assets 

to frustrate the enforcement of a final judgment against him, 

if any. Having considered these various developments and 

for the reasons I have set out, I did not find that there was a 

material change of circumstances justifying the discharge of 

the LS Mareva injunction and dismissed SUM 1814 

accordingly.” 

 

[84] The setting aside of the Winding Up Order or otherwise does 

not change the facts upon which the Injunction Orders was 

granted. Those facts stand unchanged. The change of 

circumstances must be something which affects the 

continuance of the Injunction Orders. In this case, it would be 

the Defendants’ status and right as the shareholders in WRP 
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bearing in mind the basis and grounds upon which the 

Injunction Orders was granted in the first place. In any event, 

TAEL Group’s board representation is still intact. 

 

[85] According to learned counsel for the Plaintiffs, to succeed in the 

Application, the Defendants are required to produce evidence 

to show that their right and standing as the shareholders in 

WRP are no longer in dispute and they are entitled to exercise 

their rights as such. This evidence can only be in the form of an 

award by the Tribunal of the SIAC Arbitration. Otherwise this 

amounts to overturning the finding that there are serious issues 

as to the illegality that Dato’ Lee says the Defendants are guilty 

of.    

 

[86] Further, the Application, if allowed, will only undermine the 

integrity of the SIAC Arbitration and put the Defendants at an 

unfair advantage where they get to enjoy the victorious 

outcome without proving their case before the arbitral tribunal.  

 

[87] The Application does not seek to preserve the status quo. It 

seeks to elevate the Defendants to a position as if the SIAC 

Arbitration has been concluded in their favour.  

 

[88] There is therefore no change of circumstances which warrants 

this Court to vary or to discharge the Order. There is also no 

merits to allow the Application while the disputes about the 

Defendants’ shareholdings remain unresolved.  
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Court’s Deliberation and Decision 

 

[89] The High Court decision of Bumi Armada Navigation Sdn 

Bhd v Mirza Marine Sdn Bhd [2015] 5 CLJ 652, involved the 

grant of a Mareva injunction as interim relief pending arbitration. 

This was also under section 11 of the AA 2005 as in this case. 

Wong Kian Kheong J held at (page 675) at [47](c) that the 

Court would have the power to vary or discharge the interim 

relief granted:  

 

“Based on the above meaning of the word “interim”, if the 

court grants any interim relief under s. 11(1) AA, such relief 

should only have interim effect and may be subject to the 

following circumstances: (i) the court has the subsequent 

power to vary and/or discharge the interim relief in question;” 

(Emphasis added). 

 

[90] The Singapore High Court decision of AAR and another v 

AAS (liquidator and trustee of B and others) and others 

[2009] SGHC 139 concerned an application for a variation of an 

injunction pending disposal of the trial. Andrew Ang J held at 

(page 41) at [16] that the Court may vary an injunction if there 

has been a material change of circumstances since the 

injunction was first granted: 

 

“16. A variation of an injunction may be granted if there has 

been a material change of circumstances since the 

injunction was first granted or if the injunction was founded 
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on an erroneous view of the law which was found out later 

on (see Lord Diplock’s observations in Hadmor Productions 

Ltd v Hamilton [1983] 1 AC 191 at 220 cited by the Court of 

Appeal with approval in Federal Computer Services Sdn Bhd 

v Ang Jee Hai Eric [1991] 2 SLR(R) 427)…”  

(Emphasis added).  

 

[91] The Malaysia and Singapore High Courts’ views in this regard 

are in line with the English High Court decision in London 

Underground Ltd v National Union of Railwaymen (No. 2) 

[1989] IRLR 343. This case involved an application by the 

Defendant union to discharge an injunction due to the 

subsequent discovery of additional factual material. Simon 

Brown J had enunciated two important legal principles:  

 

(1) Firstly, there is no jurisdictional bar to the Court 

entertaining, where justice requires it, an application to 

discharge an injunction, even following upon a full inter 

partes hearing. 

 

(2) Secondly, it is open to a party enjoined to apply to 

discharge an injunction in circumstances where the main 

basis for seeking the discharge is that there has been a 

material change of circumstances since the injunction 

was first granted.  

 

[92] It is also instructive to refer to N. R. Burns’ ‘INJUNCTIONS: A 

Practical Handbook’ (The Law Book Company Limited (1988)) 
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for the legal principles on variation or discharge of an injunction. 

At page 49, it is stated that:  

 

“In Mullen v Howell (1879) 11 Ch. D. 763 at 766 Sir George 

Jessel M.R. said:  

“the court has jurisdiction over its own orders, and there is a 

larger discretion as to orders made on interlocutory 

applications than as to those which are final judgments.” 

When appropriate, interlocutory injunctions may be dissolved 

or varied at any time. 

This will be done, for example, when changed circumstances 

made the relief as granted inappropriate, or when the 

original order is found to have been based upon a 

fundamental mistake. An application for discharge may be 

granted if the plaintiff fails to prosecute the claim to final 

hearing with due diligence. In the case of an undertaking 

given to the court the appropriate course has been held to 

be a withdrawal of the initial undertaking and the substitution 

of another rather than an application to vary”  

(Emphasis added).” 

 

[93] The facts in the present case are unlike the situation referred to 

in the following passage found in N. R Burns’ Injunctions: A 

Practical Handbook cited by the Plaintiff which stated as 

follows: 

 

‘However, these principles do not mean that a defendant 

who is dissatisfied with the result of an interlocutory hearing 

or who failed to adduce all available evidence when the 
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order was made, will be entitled to variation or discharge of 

the order’. 

 

[94] The Defendants’ grounds for the Application is not premised 

upon a failure to adduce all available evidence by the 

Defendants but on the Plaintiff misleading the Court when the 

Injunction Orders was made and further on the basis that there 

has been a material change in the circumstances since the 

Injunction Orders. I do not agree with the contention by learned 

counsel for the Plaintiffs that the Injunction Orders while it is an 

interim measure under Section 11 of the AA 2005, to discharge 

or set it aside requires the Defendants to demonstrate a change 

of the central disputes in the SIAC Arbitration such that as long 

as the legality of the Defendants’ shareholdings in WRP 

remains unresolved, there cannot be any justification to vary, 

stay or discharged the Injunction orders. If this is right, there will 

be no possibility of varying or setting aside the Injunction 

Orders at all until the SIAC Arbitration is determined. This is not 

what was decided in Metalform Asia Pte Ltd v Holland 

Leedon Pte Ltd [2009] 4 SLR(R) 83 at p.89 where Chan Sek 

Keong CJ held: 

 

‘The injunction granted by this court was to restrain HL from 

commencing winding up proceedings against MA. The court 

has power to dissolve or revoke this injunction where there is 

a material change of circumstances affecting it continuance, 

for example, where HL can produce evidence to show that 

MA is insolvent…’ 
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[95] Clearly, this Court has the powers to vary and or set aside the 

Injunction Orders in the event there is a change of 

circumstances justifying the making of such an order. Further, 

whilst accepting that the Injunction Orders was made after an 

inter parte hearing, it does not mean that the Court cannot vary 

or discharge the same if there is suppression of material facts 

or an intentional action to mislead the Court. This is distinct 

from the principle held by McFarlane LJ in N v N [2015] 1 FLR 

241 where His Lordship had remarked that there is no duty of 

full and frank disclosure continuing after the conclusion of the 

first instance proceedings.   

 

[96] When the Injunction Orders was granted on 18.3.2019, it was 

thought that by allowing the composition of the Board of 

Directors of WRP prior to the EGM on 18.6.2018 to remain 

would bring less of a risk to the parties than to permit the 2 

additional directors appointed by the Defendants to join the 

Board, thereby giving the majority control to the Defendants. 

 

[97] One of the reasons that can be discerned from the Grounds of 

Judgment by Noorin J is that the Court cannot be sure what 

directions the Defendants would take the company to and the 

damages that may result to the Plaintiffs by reason thereof if 

the Plaintiffs were to ultimately prevail at the SIAC Arbitration 

may not be adequately compensated by any monetary 

payment. 
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[98] At the time the application for the Injunction Orders was filed, 

the Defendants had already proceeded on 30.4.2018 to 

convene the EGM to appoint 2 additional directors. The 

reasons for the proposed appointments was to conduct 

investigations on alleged breaches by the majority directors at 

that time. Notwithstanding the Plaintiffs’ earlier attempts to 

enjoin the EGM, the Defendants managed to proceed with the 

same and had appointed 2 additional directors on 18.6.2018. 

However, on a motion to the Court of Appeal following the 

Plaintiffs’ appeal against the decision refusing the grant of 

injunction, an order was made that the status quo of the Board 

immediately before the EGM on 18.6.2018 be restored. 

 

[99] Underlying both the application for the Injunction Orders and 

the convening of the EGM is the need to safeguard the interest 

of WRP as a going concern - the Defendants seeking to protect 

their investments and the Plaintiff seeking to ensure that only 

parties with locus standi as shareholders may appoint 

individuals to the Board. 

 

[100] In coming to her decision on the Injunction Orders, clearly the 

learned Judge had favoured the status quo having continuing 

control over WRP as Her Ladyship had viewed the then Board 

of Directors as less likely to act in a manner detrimental to the 

company and the parties. 
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[101] However, events subsequent to the Injunction Orders have 

shown that the majority directors of the Board have betrayed 

the confidence that the Court had placed on them. In particular, 

there is sufficient evidence to show that the majority directors 

had in fact schemed to have the company, WRP wound up on 

17.6.2019. 

 

[102] Fortunately for the company, the Defendants had successfully 

set aside the Winding Up Order on 3.10.2019. However, the 

winding up has precipitated a string of claims to be made 

against the company, said to be in excess of RM 50 million. 

 

[103] If the Injunction Orders is not set aside and if the current 

majority directors are to continue to manage the company, the 

fate of the company is clear – it will not make any attempt to 

thwart any winding up proceedings against it as they are of the 

view that the company is insolvent and is unable to pay its 

debts. 

 

[104] On the other hand, if the Injunction Orders is set aside, the 

Defendants will have the opportunity to possibly engage the 

creditors with the view to avoiding the Company from being 

wound up. Any effort that the Defendants can bring to bear to 

salvage the present predicament can only benefit all the 

parties. 
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[105] The objective of the Injunction Orders is to preserve the 

integrity of the subject matter of the SIAC Arbitration. However, 

contrary to the achieving of this objective, the Injunction Orders 

has been taken advantage of by the Plaintiffs to prejudice the 

interest of the Company and the Defendants. 

 

[106] There is in my mind a significant change of circumstances since 

the Injunction Orders and this change of circumstances merits 

an order that the Injunction Orders be discharged forthwith. 

There is also evidence of suppression of material facts in the 

lead up to the Injunction Orders. 

 

Suppression of Material Facts 

 

[107] I find that there was suppression of material facts by the 

Plaintiff at the time of the Injunction Orders. 

 

[108] On 31.10.2018, Dato’ Lee had issued a letter to Axis’ lawyers, 

Messrs Han & Partner admitting to the debt of RM 

6,073,162.11. On 12.11.2018, again Dato’ Lee had caused 

WRP to admit to the statutory demand from Axis dated 

7.11.2018. Notwithstanding the aforesaid admissions, on 

9.11.2018, Dato’ Lee blatantly lied to the Court in his affidavit 

stating that Voyage had agreed to withhold all legal 

proceedings against WRP when the facts were that by that time 

Voyage had assigned the debt to Axis on 26.10.2018 and WRP 

had received a statutory notice from Axis on 7.11.2018 which 
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debt Dato’ Lee had admitted to Axis on 12.11.2018 as stated 

earlier.  Dato’ Lee perpetrated a further lie in his affidavit of 

23.1.2019 where he said that ‘upon verification of WRP’s 

accounting records, again, WRP does not owe the sum of RM 

5,837,780.37 to Voyage Group (HK) Limited and will dispute 

the same’. By this time, Axis had already presented its Winding 

Up Petition against WRP on 3.1.2019 and issued a second 

statutory demand on 15.1.2019. This was not disclosed. 

 

[109] Is the suppression of these facts material? Absolutely. Whilst 

the issue before the SIAC Arbitration pertains to the illegality or 

otherwise of the Impugned Agreements, before the Court, the 

issue for the purpose of the Injunction Orders was whether it 

would do less risks to the parties if the composition of the then 

current Board was to be maintained or to permit the 2 additional 

directors appointed by the Defendants to take effect. The Court 

was comforted by the representations made by Dato’ Lee in his 

affidavits filed that all the legal claims against WRP were under 

control and that the company was completely solvent.  

 

[110] The aforesaid non-disclosure and or suppression of material 

facts in my mind justify the setting aside of the Injunction 

Orders. The facts fit the situation stated by Lord Brandon in 

Livesey (formerly Jenkins) v Jenkins [1985] 1 All ER 106 

where His Lordship opined that where the intentional 

suppression of the fact had led the court into making an order 

which is substantially different from the order which it would 
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have otherwise made if such disclosure had taken place, then it 

justifies the setting aside of the earlier order.   

 

[111] The Plaintiff’s contention - that the suppressed facts do not 

change or vary the serious issues pertaining to the Defendants’ 

shareholding in WRP or the legality or otherwise of the 

Impugned Agreements and the fact that the Defendants are 

and remain represented in the WRP’s Board by virtue of 

Madam Loong’s position as director- with respect, missed the 

point. Both the issues on the Defendants’ shareholdings and 

the legality of the Impugned Agreements are matters for the 

SIAC Arbitration to determine and they do not form the basis for 

the Injunction Orders which was made to preserve the status 

quo. The suppressed facts go to the issue of status quo, which 

is the continuing operation and management of WRP. The 

consideration for the Injunction Orders was whether the status 

quo was better preserved with Dato’ Lee and his wife being in 

control of the Board of WRP or otherwise. 

 

[112] Counsel for the Plaintiffs have sought to highlight the FC Order 

which provides for full and unrestricted access to the 

Defendant’s representative director of all accounting and other 

records of the company. This feature of the case, learned 

counsel for the Plaintiffs contended, means that the Plaintiffs 

cannot be faulted if there were any non-disclosure of material 

facts as the Defendants either had access to the information or 

was able to obtain it and present it to the Court. In an 
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adversarial system, it is not the duty of the Plaintiffs to assist 

the Defendants. 

 

[113] With respect, there is a significant difference between access to 

information and records and active suppression of information 

and material facts from the Court. Clearly, Dato’ Lee had 

intentionally not wanting to disclose the assignment of the 

Voyage debt and the Winding Up Petition commenced by Axis 

against WRP. Clearly, he had consciously hid from the Court 

and the Defendants the fact that he had admitted to the 

statutory demand issued by Axis notwithstanding his affirmed 

statement that the debts were not due and therefore disputed. 

Under such circumstances, it does not lie in the Plaintiffs’ 

mouth to contend that if the Defendants had asked for the 

documents, the information would have been made available to 

them. 

 

[114] Firstly, given the Plaintiffs effort to hide the Axis’ claim from the 

Defendants, how could the Defendants possibly ask for 

something for which they had no knowledge of? Further, it is 

not even clear if the company had the incriminating documents 

as it would be reasonable to assume that tremendous effort 

would have been taken by Dato’ Lee to keep such documents 

out of the Defendants’ reach. 

 

[115] The Defendant had no way of knowing the Winding Up Petition 

filed by Axis as it had chosen not to proceed with the petition 
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after filing the same sometime on 3.1.2019. Hence, there would 

be no advertisement of the Petition. 

 

[116] True that the Defendants were aware of the CRT’s Winding Up 

Petition. True that if the Defendants had attended the hearings 

of the petition, the substitution of the petitioner would have 

come to light. But the Defendants were assured by the Plaintiffs 

that the winding up would be settled and hence there was no 

reason to participate in the proceedings. 

 

[117] Accordingly, I do not find any merits in the Plaintiffs’ reliance on 

the FC Orders as an answer to the non-disclosure and 

suppression point.       

 

Change of Circumstances 

 

[118] There is another reason for my decision to set aside the 

Injunction Orders. Post the Injunction Orders until now, recent 

developments have also given rise to a completely new 

circumstance that must weigh in the Court’s consideration 

whether to continue with the Injunction Orders. 

 

[119] After 18.3.2019, WRP has been confronted with further legal 

claims by its creditors. In particular: 

 

(a) Itochu Malaysia Sdn Bhd – USD 12,174,097.06; 

(b) Velomech Industry Sdn Bhd – RM 463,305.02; 
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(c) Sabayol Latex Co Ltd – USD 104,272.40; 

(d) E-Hup Huat Co Ltd – USD 68,931.00; 

(e) Luxchem Trading Sdn Bhd – RM 1,888,480.10. 

 

In all the above 5 suits, Dato’ Lee had appointed Messrs Han & 

Partners to represent WRP even though Mr. Han himself was 

the director of Axis who had, through his firm, Messrs Han & 

Partner filed a winding up petition against WRP. 

 

At its worst, the aforesaid facts suggest some complicity 

between Dato’ Lee, Mr Han and Axis to act in a manner that 

cannot be said to benefit WRP. At its best, it suggests a lack of 

good and sound commercial judgment on the part of Dato Lee 

in his decisions affecting the interest of WRP. 

 

[120] Then there is the winding up petition by CRT. In his affidavit 

opposing the petition, Dato’ Lee had maintained that WRP was 

a commercially solvent company and that the financial position 

of the company was in good shape. That WRP is solvent was 

maintained in April 2019 in his affidavit affirmed on 5.4.2019 in 

support of a stay of proceedings.  

 

[121] Yet, when Axis applied to be substituted as the Petitioner to the 

CRT’s Winding Up Petition after CRT’s debt was paid by WRP, 

Dato Lee had through WRP’s lawyers, took the position that 

WRP not only admitted the debts but also was in no position to 

pay the same. No reason has been proffered as to why the Axis 
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debt which was originally disputed had become admitted at the 

time of the substitution.  There is also no indication as to how 

WRP’s solvency had changed so drastically from April to mid-

June 2019 to justify Dato’ Lee taking the position that WRP was 

by then insolvent. No doubt, the situation is all the more sinister 

and questionable given that Dato’ Lee had all this while had 

consciously suppressed the existence of the assignment and 

the winding up petition by Axis filed by the very same law firm 

that he had appointed to act for WRP in respect of other legal 

claims from the WRP’s creditors. 

 

[122] In attempting to deny anything ‘sinister’ to the admission, 

learned counsel for the Plaintiffs had contended that Dato’ Lee 

would not have made the effort to pay CRT’s judgment debt if 

the intention was to have WRP wound up. At first blush this 

contention seems tenable. However, upon further reflection, it 

merely lends greater credence to learned counsel for the 

Defendants’ contention that the settling of CRT’s judgment debt 

was more to pave the way for the winding up of WRP by Axis 

with the private liquidator of Axis’ choice being appointed. This 

is because, if indeed WRP was insolvent at the time of the 

substitution as contended, it would have been wrong for WRP 

to make the payment to CRT as this would have amounted to a 

preferential payment under the law. It cannot be said that the 

Plaintiff was not mindful of this as Dato’ Lee has repeated 

waved the ‘fraudulent trading’ and ‘preferential payment’ wands 
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as reason for consigning WRP to winding up. Seen in this light, 

the contention by Dato’ Lee comes across as disingenuous.   

 

[123] This is not the end. A more worrying point is that when the 

Defendants filed an application to set aside the Winding Up 

Order and offered to pay Axis the full sum claimed, Dato’ Lee 

did not support the application and Axis in fact declined to 

accept the payment, relying again on ‘preferential payment’ as 

the reason for the rejection. 

 

[124] In Blue Valley Plantation Bhd v Periasamy a/l Kuppannan & 

Ors [2011] 5 MLJ 521, the Federal Court has held that it was 

unreasonable for a petitioning creditor to refuse a tender of 

payment for the full sum and insist on the winding up of the 

company even if he may be considered as a preferential 

creditor and may possibly have to disgorge the payment. 

 

[125] In fact, one inference that can be made from such 

unreasonable refusal to withdraw the petition is that the petition 

itself was filed for a collateral purpose.  

 

[126] In our present case, the inference is even stronger because the 

tender of payment was made by the Defendants and not WRP 

which means that there is no issue of preferential payment at 

all. Yet, Axis had insisted on the petition proceeding. It was 

subsequently brought to the attention of this Court that the 

tender of payment was conditional upon the validity of the debt 
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allegedly due by WRP to Axis being determined by appropriate 

legal proceedings. Whilst this may be a justification for Axis not 

accepting the offer and insisting on the petition to be proceeded 

with, it remains curious that Dato’ Lee chose not to support the 

setting aside which can only be for the benefit of WRP. His 

conduct is wholly inconsistent with his professed love for the 

company which he had treated as ‘my baby’ for which he had 

‘put in much effort and money to support the operation and 

management of WRP’. Axis had no judgment and was only able 

to proceed with the Winding Up Petition because of Dato’ Lee’s 

admission of the debt on behalf of WRP. 

 

[127] All the aforesaid have demonstrated to this Court that if the 

composition of the Board of WRP were to be maintained as it 

is, it is clear that the interests of the company cannot be 

safeguarded. In particular, there is a real risk that the very 

existence of WRP will be threatened yet again. The Defendants 

on the other hand have shown a real determination to prevent 

WRP from being wound up and indeed has effectively 

resurrected the company from the Winding Up Order.  

 

[128] The above is yet another reason why the Injunction Orders 

ought to be discharged.      

 

[129] Accordingly, I allowed the Defendants’ Application under 

Enclosure 147 with costs fixed at RM 10,000.00 to be paid by 

the 2nd. Plaintiff.  
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